I am walking on a dirt road and notice some people partying on a small hill. I see that my girlfriend is laying drunk at the bottom. I then try to pick her up and walk with her but she throws herself back down and I get very angry. I then kick her on the side to wake her but she stops answering.
I am in a classroom giving a presentation but my slides keep playing automatically. I try to fix them on my German colleague's laptop but then decide to present anyway. As I do so I see that a big man with beard is sleeping and I pull him up against a wall but my colleague tells me to hurry up.
I am watching a movie about an Italian female soldier standing outside a theater. There are Austrian soldiers hiding inside and she starts shooting. Two of the soldiers are actually pretending to be dead but I don't understand why they keep seated and don't let themselves fall on the ground.
I am with my Polish friend telling me about an Italian motorcycle. I actually have an old one but we go inside an abandoned house and I have to leave it behind. We then walk through it and find a way to the train station. There is a train going to Italy but the controller tells us they are delayed.
I am in a big parking lot with a lot of caravans for sale. They are all very old and some of them have also pipes like an organ. As I try to walk out of it I see that the place is actually a camp and a big gypsy is waiting for me on one side. I then run to the opposite side but find his hat laying down.
I am in a brothel and a prostitute takes me to her room. I don't know whether she is a girl or a boy and I am actually quite disgusted. She lays down and open a package with cookies that also have a condom. She then puts the condom on my penis and I penetrate her while eating the cookie.
I am driving on a road to the country village where my parents used to live. I then realize that there are a lot of poor immigrants and that all the shops are owned by them. I try to look for a bakery but don't find it and look at the other side and see them collecting a lot of bags with dirty trash.
I am with my son looking at a map of a motorcycle competition. We should do it together but realize that we have already missed one stop. He then proposes to go back to it and I tell him that I can walk a shortcut to another stop even though he might be much faster than me and miss me.
I am with my girlfriend in an old square and come to a belfry. It is crowded on top and I see a family friend on a wheelchair waiting for us. I then try to hurry to him but there is also a crowd at the entrance and I don't want to pay the ticket. My girlfriend gets two for free and we get on a ride.
I am in an old house washing the wooden apartment. As I start to think how dreadful is to always do it alone I reach a bigger room and realize that my ex wife is also washing the floor. She is actually emptying a whole container of detergent under a small carpet in the middle of the room.
I am driving my van outside my parents' garage. As the door is automatically closing I get in doubt whether I have put the alarm. I then walk to the back entrance and find an immigrant with a vegetable stand. I want him to move away from there but he shows me a paper with the alarm code.
I am in a museum taking down the work of a famous Swedish artist. It is a big canvas with big printed letters she has ironed on it but it is attached with small nails to the wall and I rip a piece. I then try to be careful but rip another big piece and I start folding them together before she arrives.
I am biking in an old Italian city following a road going around it where the ancient walls used to be. I actually find a black track and remember that it is the way to the tax office. I then keep following it and turn around an old tower but it gets too steep and I decide to follow the normal road.
I am walking up a hill and meet a Chinese migrant seating on a rock. A local is actually talking to him in dialect even though he barely speaks Italian. We then move in an empty bar together and I wait for the man to ask me who I am but he never does it and keeps talking to the Chinese.
I am at the local gathering of a populist party at night. The leader is lifting a badly printed ban with small text that all attendees are reciting but it is folded in one corner. I then go up the stage to fix it but the leader has to turn to the other side where the rest of the audience has to read.
I am in an old apartment that I just bought and my neighbour from my mountain apartment arrives. He then starts looking through my kitchen stuff for things that used to belong to him. He mostly takes plates but even a pot that I really needed to cook and he apologizes for the inconvenient.
I am in the backyard of a house looking into a neighbouring house where an old Muslim woman lives. I then think on how I can set it on fire but realize that there are other houses nearby. As I walk down the garden I get blocked by a bush and have to go around it meeting a beautiful blond girl.
I am in a classroom and find that I have two calls missed on my phone. I realize that one of them is from a Canadian artist speaking German and she is waiting for me to start a seminar. I then walk to another building but meet my Swedish curator friend who is curious about my doctorate.
I am in a mall and meet the new students of a master program. They are mostly Japanese and the director asks me if I also want to be part of it. He then whispers the fee in my ear and I accept. I then go in my new studio which is actually a bedroom but realize that I haven't notify my girlfriend.
I am in a small apartment with my son and he shows me an old phone he has now that his new one is broken. We then go out with our bikes and we meet a southern Italian lady walking with her kids. We keep up and my son go up a small hill making all the steep curves without hesitation.
I am walking on a road and end up in a fish restaurant. I then go out again and put my backpack on a big metal structure but a man with a caterpillar needs to move it forward. I then remove my bag but he also has a jacket on it and get down to remove it. His boss is there and fires him.
I am getting in an old car with my girlfriend and find two waiters with and a waitress. They are expecting us to give them a ride and we seat them in the back. I try to tell them that the mountains are really beautiful in the area but they want us to take them to a very commercial see resort.
I am about to go out of my girlfriend's friends apartment and see a small wooden piano. It is actually an organ and the friend tells me that I can take it. I then give her boyfriend a video player even though it has no films. He is actually going on a long trip to the States and he is very happy for it.
I am on a mountain road seating down and putting small silver stones around me. It is actually a crossing and a biker arrives. He then wonders what I am doing and tease me that it is a surprise for a girl I love. I think about it and realize that it is for the daughter of my parents' old neighbour.
I am in my parents' office and my mother gets really angry with me as I left marks on the wooden furniture after cleaning it. My stepfather also starts jellying at me and I start preparing my bags even if he has an envelope for me with money. My sister tries to keep it but I take it anyway.
I am hiding behind a trash bin looking at my family driving a big chart with their accounting. There is actually an abandoned bike next to me and I ride it the other way taking small roads and eventually ending up in an abandoned villa. I then try to get out of it but it is lower than a busy road.
I am in my old city with my son standing in front of a garage where I used to paint. We actually need to go to my mountain house but have to look for some bikes. There is a small black girl inside and she already knows where all the stuff is for her to follow us but we still miss things for us.
I am in a city walking with my old friends. One of them is very dumb and I want to tease him about the Latin class he cannot pass. I then start writing on a piece of paper the name of the class in dialect using an apostrophe to make more funny but my best friend tells me about ancient Greek.
I am in our mountain place talking to a distant relative. As he is telling me how my father and his brother used to work in the barn I bought another man arrives saying that he is the relative of my mother. He actually wants me to take a picture of him and I do so but have no memory inside.
I am walking down to my new land in the mountains and find that the grass has been cut. As I get close to it I realize that it is my neighbour's land and mine is further back. I then try to see where it stops and realize that there is a beautiful view of the mountains but I start sliding down.
I am sleeping on the floor of a dormitory but have no blanket. There is actually a fat Japanese girl on the other side and I notice that she is wearing socks like mine. I then get closer to her to get a piece of her blanket but she shows me how her long fingers have very different lengths.
I am walking in a path in a forest covered with few centimeters of snow. I pick a small solar panel on the way and realize that it is for a surveillance camera. The path is actually only for deer and I hear my son still laying in a tent. I keep walking even though he might not find the way home.
I am with my sister going inside my parents' house. My stepfather is also there and demands to input the alarm code. I force myself to do so but cannot remember it. I then go close to it and try to input it manually. It is a binary code and I suddenly remember the right combination to it.
I am in an airport and have a pilot family friend to take me to the security check. It is actually too early and an American hostess asks me questions about my own country. I then know them and she puts me in a chair and spins me back to my family friend who starts searching me for a bomb.
I am with my girlfriend at the party and leave to go home by bike. Also the other guests are leaving by bike and I start going very fast in front of them. I give them quite some distance but then reach a traffic light with cars and other bikers. I stop in front of them although a girl stares at me.
I am working in a fast food and get the order from a girl who gets the order from a woman working at the cashier. I then start preparing an hamburger and send it to the latter but the costumers wanted a bagel and I get a fine to pay. I then go downstairs to talk to her and she accuses the girl.
I am seating on a beach up north looking at a big icicle going from a rock in the sea. A local girl is saying how beautiful it is but I find the place really cold and she takes me in her arms. As she holds me the sun appears from the side of the rock and I feel warmer seeing the beauty of the place.
I am in a small bedroom with an older woman. She is working on the computer while I listen to an old Italian song. I find it really beautiful and wonder if I could make an animation with it. As I discover that there is already a music video I go downstairs not to make her husband suspicious.
I am in a classroom with two other teachers. One of them has an experiment glass and wants one of the students to taste the inside. The student then stick her finger in and then sucks it while the teacher explains her that it is the saliva of another student and she will have to guess whom.
I am walking in the Dutch countryside carrying a riffle in my back. It is actually a toy but I want to feel safe and also have a Japanese saw attached to my belt. There is a root sticking out of the sidewalk and I saw it but have too many things now to carry with me and I dump two old carpets.
I am inside a shop selling hand made Christmas decorations. I am not interested and end up in the basement where there is a nice little chapel. I walk across it and go up a few marble steps reaching a small window looking out. There is a wall constructed right in front and I can see the sea.
I am with my brother-in-law in a garden with many plants for sale. We are actually looking for some fruit trees but there are none and we seat down to discuss what kind of apple trees we have in mind. I suggest one for all the seasons but he keeps insisting about one kind that we already have.
I am in a stadium with my son and stay there even though everyone is leaving. We have actually a ticket that allows us to sleep on the benches and we prepare to spend the night. As I do so I come in my pants and get afraid that some of the remaining people will accuse me of being a pedophile.
I am in a small island and get a black and white video call from my Sicilian roommate. He is also in his island down south and he shows me how he is actually taking a lot of orphans on a sailing boat. I am also getting on a boat with my friends and try to show them his boat but he hangs up.
I am walking up to my mountain cabin passing by the fields I have just bought. I actually see my son's classmates playing on the side and they hide thinking that I want to play with them. I pretend that I don't and keep walking on the field over them. As I cannot see them anymore I run down.
I am with two of my old friends in the main square of my old town. It is night time and we are actually playing a game stepping forward in the pavement until a sign tells us to run. I am the last one but then run so fast that I catch up with the others and we end up in a family friend's shop.
I am walking in an American city and realize that I am still far from the center. There is actually the railroad on one side and I reach a residential area where I find a red piece of paper written in Spanish. I feel very happy to be traveling and find another piece of paper also written in Spanish.
I am walking in a small village and stop at an ice-cream place. It is owned by a couple and the man has forgotten to put one egg in the ice-cream mix. He is very puzzled and leaves but the woman remains and start serving the ice-cream to another couple. It looks much better without the egg.
I am inside of a building walking on a corridor. There is a big stove on my side and I walk around it. A tall Norwegian woman is in line there and I start speaking her language but she doesn't bother about me. I then move forward in the line and find an old friend in front playing with his tablet.
I am with my best friend walking in my old town looking for a used watch. There is actually a bakery that has expanded a lot buying all the other shops next to it. My friend yells at the bakers inside and we hide around the corner where they also own an old ruin and we climb along the fence.
I am in my parents' old basement and receive an email from the wife of a landowner. I wanted to buy their land to build the stairs to my cathedral and was ready to pay a lot of money. I then read that they only asks me less than four thousand euros but I am not sure if the land is partitioned.
I am walking in an old city by the sea and find the building black with pollution. As I turn in a small square I find that it is much nicer and there is a bancomat where I can pay for a hostel. I then try to do it with an American girl but she uses her card to pay for me and I have to try again.
I am in a living room looking at a computer program with my roommate. As she closes all the windows I realize that I am looking at a big book. It is very interesting but another roommate comes to take it from me. He is a handicap and I try to show him the maps of the world but he just takes it.
I am on a beach together with a rich girl. Her family actually owns the place and we go below a big tent to have a cocktail. As I start thinking to construct my cathedral there instead of the mountains I realize that she is too young and that the cocktail we are having are small grass bushes.
I am walking in a city and pass by a Korean restaurant. I then think that it would be nice to eat there with my girlfriend and decide to call her. As I do so I realize that she is in fact the only costumer inside. She was waiting for me but she already started to eat and I can see tears in her eyes.
I am in my department talking to my old supervisor. He is actually showing me his little library of books and I kneel down to go through them. They are mostly thin theory books but I discover some maps of my native mountains he got to know me better. I then regret to have changed him.
I am walking with a friend on a small path in the mountains. I come up with a poem saying that the path is like a bridge over the abyss. I then notice the big mountains ahead covered with snow and I start crying even though they are not as big as I can see them from my own cabin.
I am in a village and get inside a house but see that my parents are showering together. I then go in another bathroom and wait until they are done. My mother actually comes to me showing a compost bucket they got from a neighbour. She wants to use it for ashes but I warn her it will melt.
I am inside the kitchen of a small apartment. There is a thin Arab woman seating on the floor and we start opening all the drawers together checking how much food we have. We are actually on a machine crossing a very big desert and I am not sure we have enough food to survive so long.
I am walking with my son by a river at night. We actually get down a bridge and find that there are lights illuminating the water. I then show my kid the small and dark shark fishes and as we move on we see other kinds of fishes in different lanes. One of them are actually swans with scales.
I am at a mall with my brother-in-law. He has his son with him and cannot do any shopping because he keeps crying. I then offer to hold him in my arms and he gave him to me even though he is very reluctant. As we are all expecting him to cry the kid takes me by the ears and licks me.
I am in the English capital with a group of tourists and decide to visit an abbey. I then start going up the stairs but drop my walking sticks in the water and feel very afraid. We actually get to go in and a guide starts showing me some porcelain. He asks me where it is from and I recognize mills.
I am designing a cup on my laptop. It is octagonal outside but I am trying to draw a circular space in the inside. I actually have two small cartoon characters there and I copy only the circle paying attention not to extrude them. I then want to paste the new circle below but it is there already.
I am watching a documentary on four homosexuals living in the same apartment. As they are getting ready to go to bed one of them admits that he had a girlfriend and another shows their new bed made of cardboard. I expect to sleep all in it but only two do so and the others lay on the floor.
I am walking with some guys in an Arab city and try to take them back to their hotel. I actually know the road but another guy takes us in a dead end. I then go back to the main road and find myself in a market close to our hotel. There is no one there but a man frying fish and we start talking.
I am in my mountain cabin about to eat when my old neighbour comes in. He tells me that he has been cleaning the stable next to mine and that we should have dinner together. I also want to have dinner with him so that we can talk but he leaves saying that we should eat at his place.
I am walking to my parents' mountain place that is snowing. I try to be careful not to slip on the ice but it is actually safe and I soon reach their house. There is only my sister inside with a big envelop containing the contract for my new house. She has also signed it and I want to get rid of it.
I am in a big dining room with my son and we seat next to my stepfather who is looking after the fireplace. I then realize that he is cooking both meat and a cake but our guests have not yet arrived. They are actually my colleagues and only a lesbian is there with her son and the others are late.
I am walking on a road and a truck driver stops to give me a ride. He is actually from my native highland and knows our ancient language. I then tell him about my family names but he cannot recognize them. I ask him to tell me a few sentences and I realize that it is actually speaking German.
I am in a tunnel with a friend and realize that the rocks are breaking from the ceiling. I then pull one out and notice an opening on one side. It is an old shooting gun hideout and there is another one in front of us. We go through the former and reach the renovated walls of a medieval town.
I am in a big kitchen at night and notice that my old Sicilian roommate has come back. He actually gives me a small bag with organic waste and I try to empty it in a bigger bag but it is very sticky. I wish him to take care of it but he is only staying there for a few more hours before going back.
I am in the second floor of an hospital and notice that a Swedish art critic is also there. He is walking downstairs with a technician and I follow them but they stop in a room without any windows. I then realize that it is office and that he needs help to set up his computer even though it is old.
I am in an empty classroom reading a big history book. I actually found a very interesting chapter and as I am reading the first paragraph a teacher comes. She is going around taking all the books so that they can throw them and buy new ones. I have many and have to give them all up.
I am with my son in a living room and notice an old friend looking at a cadastral map. I then realize that he is selling his land and ask him the price per square meters. It is actually quite affordable and I realize that it is by a river where I once swam with my son before it turned into a waterfall.
I am walking with my girlfriend and the best friend of my ex in a city. It is getting dark and they actually go in an agency to buy tickets for a festival. I then tell my girlfriend's mother that I feel very upset and I walk alone to the car but realize that I have no money to pay for the parking.
I am walking in a shop and realize that the couple in front of me is Swedish. There are actually many vaults inside selling witchcraft gadgets and I try to look for the right vault to walk through it. I find the right one but the Swedish couple is on the way asking the shopping assistant for advice.
I am with my girlfriend pretending to shoot at a group of protesters. A guy is pointing a gun at us and we hide our baby in a bag. He keeps pointing and we run away but hurt the baby and I decide to break his neck. We then reach the sea side where I throw him in a bin without getting caught.
I am at a university and follow my Ukrainian colleague and his supervisor out in an atrium. I am actually carrying a tray with food and we take the elevator to reach the cafeteria. There is a colleague and my old supervisor waiting for food and we seat with them to hear that the he is quitting.
I am running in a field with my ex but she gets grumpy and I let her run alone. I then go in a forest to pee even though there is an half mounted tent. I actually pee on it and finish just in time that a scout leader comes my way. I then step out of the forest and realize that there are other tents.
I am on a bus to the airport and get off in the right terminal even though it is still very early. I then walk inside to check-in and find a hostess available. As I look through my credit cards she tells me that I will need a special sticker with my face on the ticket but then she sees my driver license.
I am in an American city pushing a cart next to an accident. I am actually carrying too many cement bags and I walk in a working site to ask if I can drop a few there. I want to pick them up later but the workers think that I am a thief and take all the cart from me with also orange juice bottles.
I am in a room looking at the pictures I took of some new friends. As I check one girl who was in love with me my new roommate comes in. She wants to talk about the other roommates who are sleeping above my closet. We then go inside the bathroom but I don't see how they got up there.
I am in my forest with a friend and we walk parallel to a path on a slope. There is actually a big pine tree in front of us and I want to show him how I have been cutting the base almost to the end. As I do so the tree suddenly falls in front of us and we go to inspect how to cut the big branches.
I am walking through a field and get a phone call from my German artist friend. He wants to talk about his family situation but I really don't want to and tell him that I have to help my ex wife moving. As I go home I actually find her packing up and looking for a basque hat I have never saw.
I am watching a movie with a man full of muscles entering a garden. He actually starts beating to death an innocent man until he realizes that the man he was supposed to beat is right next to him. He then goes for the other man but the bodyguards of the latter brings him into another garden.
I am in a disco looking at a Japanese student dancing. His teachers are actually also looking and he starts dancing more properly. I then start making a drawing of a dragon and another Japanese student starts looking at it. I realize that it has Japanese calligraphy on top and he is reading it.
I am with my car parked on a field and walk to pick my kid up but hear a girl asking me to walk back with her. I then turn around and see several women looking at me. One of them is coming back from her car and tells me that she also has a kid my son's age but he goes in a different school.
I am in a villa with my girlfriend and notice the back door opening by itself. I then see that we are starting to get surrounded by bandits on motorcycles and I get my shooting gun out. One guy tries to come in with a gun and I shoot him in the head but a shooting gun fires on top of my head.
I am in a classroom with a classmate when a black guy arrives looking for his pen. He actually claims that I took it but I explain to him that I got it at a conference. As he leaves my ex wife arrives with his new husband. The latter doesn't greet me and I try to cheer him up showing him a gorilla.
I am watching a movie with cops shooting at a cement chamber being lifted up in the air. There is a terrorist inside and one of the cops uses a big riffle to penetrate the cement. He shots several times but then they realize that the terrorist was already held by another cop who is now wounded.
I am in an office and a colleague comes with a new report. He also gives me a copy and I go in another room to staple it but have to walk over a table where my professors are having a dinner. As I am about to staple the report the wife of a professor asks me if I like biking better than reading.
I am inside a very nice villa and the owner approaches me. She is actually an interior designer and shows me a catalogue with pictures of another villa she has renovated. The walls are all pink and it looks exactly the same as the one where we are. I also have a villa but decide not to tell her.
I am in a small apartment talking with my Polish friend about climbing. He then tells me about a very steep mountain that I thought it was quite small. It is actually quite far and I suggest him to try climbing in the apartment and he tells me that an old lady is having a long apartment for sale.
I am in a living room and get a phone call from a Belgian curator. She starts telling me that she wants to meet me and that she loves me but I really want to hang up. As I try to find an excuse to do so my girlfriend comes home and I hear her steps coming closer to me until she gets my phone.
I am with a friend and we get in a house where we are renting a room together. The owners are out but their huge dalmatian dog is still inside. I try to avoid it and see that it starts licking my friend. As I am about to reach my room I realize that there are two other dogs and I go to the bathroom.
I am walking in the English capital. I want to explore it but two other colleagues are with me and they wish to drink tea together. We then go up to a cafe that has a glass floor. I actually feel quite afraid of it and let them seat. I then go to the bathroom and see the countryside out of the window.
I am getting a message from my brother-in-law saying with a music video of bikers. I then try to find the video of my son who was just taking part in a bike competition. I try to look it up but find the one of a young boy bleeding during a soccer game. My son comes next falling from a horse.
I am with my mountain neighbours in a field and they tell me that my sister has bought a land. I then ask their daughter where it is and she explains to me that it is at the same level where we are. We go through one field and find my sister working in a small one with a tiny stream across it.
I am on a train and look at the guy in front of me. He has very strong arms and I realize that he just won a wrestling match. As I look behind him I see his opponent. His arms are also very strong and I realize that he is the American captain of my old swimming team. I then decide to greet him.
I am at a restaurant eating at a large table. The food is really good and I concentrate to eat while pretending to hear my neighbour's conversation. He is actually talking to an important journalist asking him very private questions. The latter even tells him how much his Californian villa is worth.

